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YOUR PRINCIPAL ASSET

For most dentists, ownership of their dental practice is the major focus of their energy expenditures, financial situation, and professional lives. Years of blood, sweat, and tears, coupled with the relationships formed with both staff and patients, have caused dentists to form a deep-seated emotional attachment with their practice. For many, the dollar value of that practice represents a significant portion of their financial assets. For the new dentist, there is a definite value in acquiring the patient base which has taken the transitioning dentist years to develop and will provide an immediate and substantial cash flow.

ALL EXPERIENCE TRANSITION

Whether it is due to a change in career direction, a desire to cut back on the responsibilities of ownership while still enjoying the benefits of clinical dental practice, or the desire to retire from dentistry, every practice owner faces an ownership transition. Ownership transition can be a total sale or a partial sale, i.e., the formation of a partnership. The level of success achieved as a result of this practice transition will be directly linked to the amount of detail given to and the successful execution of the “Transition Plan.”

A BUYER'S MARKET

Decreased dental school enrollments and other demographic factors have created an imbalance in the numbers of graduating versus retiring dentists. This trend, which will continue for at least the next ten years, has contributed to falling dental practice sale prices, and has created a “buyer’s market.” For the previously difficult to market, more rural dental practices, this dental manpower shortage has made finding dentists to serve almost impossible. These changes in the marketplace relative to practice transitioning have made advance, detailed transition planning mandatory.

GOALS OF A SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION

Before discussing the development of a transition plan, a brief discussion of the goals of transition is required. In addition to identifying the actual goals, each dentist will need to assign an order of priority to these goals. This prioritization will have a significant impact on certain aspects of the transition plan.

The most common goals discussed by dentists include a (1) desire to, in accordance with their preferred timetable, transfer patient care responsibility, (2) secure future employment for their staff, give back to the profession by passing the baton to a new dentist, and (3) maximize their practice equity (i.e., financial gain from the sale). There is no right or wrong order to the priority emphasis.

The economic health of the transitioning dentist will usually determine the order of the priorities. If the practice sale proceeds are a significant portion of the dentist’s retirement assets, then maximizing the financial return will be at the top of the list. If the doctor has a well-funded pension plan or other financial resources, and the sale proceeds will enhance the quality of retirement rather than providing the primary support for retirement, the order of importance will typically be the desire to provide continuity of patient care, ongoing employment, and passing the baton, with maximizing the financial gain at the end of the list.

FACTORS AFFECTING SUCCESSFUL TRANSITIONS

Prior to discussing the components of a transition plan, it will be useful to understand what is presently occurring in the transition marketplace. For a successful transfer of ownership, we must first have an interested new dentist. Subsequently, location is at the top of the list relative to a new dentist’s interest in a specific practice opportunity. As previously discussed, rural practices, although typically more profitable than big city practices, are having serious recruitment problems. Ninety percent of all practice sales today are in communities with populations of 50,000 or more people, and eighty percent of these sales are in cities whose metro population exceeds 500,000.
The second factor is the practice’s ability to meet the financial needs of the new dentist. As a result of current levels of dental school related debt, the new dentist must meet specific levels of production to pay for the practice acquisition, school loans, and basic living expenses. Therefore, a practice needs to provide, on the average, $300,000 worth of production for an employed dentist, and $400,000 worth of production if the dentist is purchasing a practice. It is for this reason that eighty-five percent of total practice sales involve practices with gross receipts of $350,000 to $500,000. While the highly productive and profitable practices of today frequently exceed $500,000 in annual receipts, the average new dentist (five years or less since graduation) does not possess the clinical skills required to produce this level of dentistry and subsequently sales trend toward the lower grossing practices.

After finding a suitable location and determining that the practice will provide for the financial needs of the new dentist, the new dentist will consider a multitude of other factors in selecting one opportunity over another. The major factors considered include (1) the practice’s overhead to revenue percent, (2) number of active patients, (3) new patient flow, and (4) recall system effectiveness. In addition, (5) quality and length of prior employment of the staff, (6) practice history, (7) types of procedures previously offered and/or produced, (8) involvement in any discounted dental plans, (9) appearance of the physical space occupied by the practice, and (10) the age, type and appearance of the equipment and furnishings will play a major role in the selection process.

The above represents the major concerns and factors reviewed by the new dentist. The owner dentist is concerned with (1) the ability of the new doctor to pay for the practice, obtain financing with all the school debt, the tax implications and subsequent net proceeds derived from the sale, (2) the personality and ability of the new dentist to relate to patients and staff, (3) the amount of post sale relationship required between the seller and buyer, (4) and of course the new dentists clinical competence. With the exception of the final concern, the other factors can be readily determined and resolved.

Today, one hundred percent non-owner financing is readily available, the tax implications can be calculated, and typically several meetings with the new dentist will address the communication skills and personality of the new dentist.

PATIENTS’ EVALUATION OF THE NEW DENTIST

Most senior dentists know and understand that the senior dentist’s own patients judge their clinical competence by non-clinical factors such as personality, gentleness, office appearance, etc. It is generally not possible to assess clinical competence until a year or more of actual clinical procedures performed by the new dentist can be reviewed.

Unless the transition is preceded by a period of employment prior to the actual ownership change, senior dentists must understand they will have not be able to address the clinical competence issue. Senior dentists must accept the fact that the only control they have over this subject is the fact that the new dentist has been tested and licensed.

DETERMINING THE TRANSITION PLAN

The first step in formulating a transition plan involves an appraisal of the practice. The information gathered and evaluated during the appraisal process will aid in determining available transition options. These options may include (1) an outright sale, (2) role reversal sale, (3) partnership, (4) merger, or (5) production acquisition transaction. In addition, the appraisal will typically provide a comparison with other practices involved in transitions, thereby allowing an understanding as to how salable this particular opportunity might be. Finally, the appraisal should also provide ideas regarding enhancing the value of the practice and its desirability as a transition candidate.

LOCATING A COMPETANT TRANSITION CONSULTANT

The next step is locating a competent transition consultant. A “dental practice broker’s” primary function is to locate and introduce a buyer and seller. However, a transition consultant (who may also be a broker) is one who understands the entire transaction, the various types of transitions, contractual matters, the operational issues of running a dental practice, and the need to have the relationships of the buyer, seller, staff, and patients intact after the deal is done.
WHEN AND HOW TO START

If an appraisal has not been completed or updated within the past two years, this is the first step. Developing an exit strategy plan, even if it is years away, should also begin as soon as the appraisal is completed. A stockbroker will advise that one should set a target sale price the day one acquires a stock. Similarly, the exit strategy is part of the potential financial reward of practicing. Good business sense dictates the plan should really have been started when the practice was first acquired. Part of a transition plan started early in one’s career will allow for inclusion of a well-funded pension plan and less reliance upon practice sale proceeds for retirement needs.

The timetable for the actual implementation of the plan will be dependent upon the personal wishes, needs and financial resources of the dentist. Metro areas are seeing a common market time of one-to-two years from listing to sale. Rural area practices face three-to-five years if they can be transitioned at all. The length of time required for location of a prospect and transitioning of the practice requires that the practice opportunity be listed at the earliest time that the doctor is willing to complete the transition. If the seller is fortunate enough to immediately locate a buyer after listing, the dentist needs to be ready to act. At the time of listing, he/she must also realize they may be continuing to own the practice for a long time.

MAKE A PLAN OUTLINE

The answers to these questions should result in a brief written outline of the plan. The topics should include (1) goals, (2) timetable, (3) appraised value, and (4) anticipated post-tax and sale’s expense net sale proceeds, (5) planned transition options, and (6) a list of consultants to be involved. The plan should also contain an action plan for completion of any activities that will enhance the value of the practice or increase the chances the practice will be selected by prospective new dentists.

Understanding that an inactive practice looses five percent of its value per week, an important part of the plan should also include a list of people to be called in the event of an un-anticipated career ending disability or death. A letter of instructions to family should be included listing those contacts and stressing the urgency to act expediently in transitioning the practice. A part of the plan needs to include sharing this letter and plan with significant family members. Many dentists, especially if incorporated, will execute a power of attorney authorizing a specific individual to immediately begin transition proceedings if required as a result of the dentist’s death.

AN ALTERNATIVE

For dentists considering retirement, many have a difficult time starting the process because of the emotional attachment to their practice. These dentists, unless or until they find something else they would rather do than practice dentistry, will be unable to activate their transition plan. If the practice of dentistry is their only interest, their hobby, and the center of their later life, there is no law stating that they must transition their practice.

For these dentists, their transition plan is to practice until they can no longer do so. Their plan may be as simple as one day closing the doors and retiring.

For Additional Information-Call 1-800-730-8883
While the “American Dream” continues to be owning your own home, the new “Dentist’s Dream” continues to be owning a practice. This concept is supported by the fact that approximately eighty percent of American dentists continue to operate as solo practitioners owning their own practice. The norm thirty years ago was to graduate from dental school, buy equipment, hang out a shingle with the practice name and start practicing. Today the road to ownership is a little different.

Due to extensive debt upon graduation, most new graduates today enter practice as associates. While many graduates immediately enter GPR’s or the Armed Services, upon completion of these obligations, the outcome is still the same. They enter private practice. As associates, they have the opportunity to improve their clinical skills, increase their speed and proficiency, and learn more about the business aspects of the profession they have entered. For most, they hope the newfound associateship will lead to an eventual ownership position. Instead, many find themselves building up the value of their host doctor’s practice, only to be forced to leave and relocate. This relocation is a result of enforcement of their non-compete agreement when the promised buy-in/buy-out didn’t occur.

Sometimes understanding why something fails and avoiding situations leading to failure is the best route to achieving the desired goal. This article looks at the most common reasons many associateships fail to result in ownership or partnership and provides a checklist designed to improve the chances of a successful outcome.

**Reason One:**

If the purchase price has not been determined prior to the commencement of employment, the parties find themselves on different ends of the spectrum as to what the practice is worth and what the buy-in price should be. The number one reason that after working in a practice for a one-to-three-year period of time the promised buy-in/buy-out does not occur is that the parties did not determine what the purchase price would be before the employment began.

The senior doctor expects that the practice will be valued at its current value. The recent graduate expects to receive credit for the increased production and profitability they have provided during the period of employment. Subsequently, they feel they are being asked to pay for their own sweat equity that has contributed to an increased practice value.

If the purchase price was established prior to the commencement of employment, three out of four associateships lead to the intended equity position. Conversely, if the purchase price has not been determined, nine out of ten associateships lead to termination without achieving the ownership intended or promised.

**Reason Two:**

The second most common problem is that the details of the buy-in have not been agreed to in writing prior to or immediately after employment. The more items discussed and agreed to in writing beforehand, the better the chance of a successful equity ownership occurring as planned. The often used “if we like each other, we’ll work out the details later” never works.

The written instruments should be two specific documents, an Employment Agreement detailing the responsibilities of each party for employment, and a Letter of Intent detailing the proposed equity acquisition. The letter of intent should include the proposed date of sale, the
proposed sale price, what will happen in the partnership if there are irreconcilable differences, will there be an obligation to buy the remaining portion of the practice, what will income be shared after the partnership is formed, how will patients be distributed after the new partnership is formed, how would additional future partners be handled, and a statement indicating that while the letter of intent is not binding on the parties, it does represent their agreement to the anticipated details of the proposed sale.

Reason Three:
The third most common reason an associateship fails relates to an insufficient existing patient base. Approximately one thousand to twelve hundred active patients are required for each practitioner in a dental practice. If the senior doctor does not intend to restrict or cut back on his/her number of available clinical treatment hours, then the conversion from a one-doctor to a two-doctor practice requires an active patient base of approximately fourteen hundred to eighteen hundred patients and a new patient flow of twenty-five or more new patients per month.

Many senior doctors count their number of active patients by counting the number of patient charts on a wall. However, if these charts have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVE PATIENT ESTIMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Hygiene Days Per Week</strong>&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup>If two hygienists work on the same day, this counts as two days.

Taking the number of available hygiene days per week times the average number of patients seen per day times twenty-five weeks gives the number of patients that can be seen in a given six month period. This calculation assumes that most patients are seen on a six-month recall. This number is then multiplied times one and one half (1.5) thereby yielding a very accurate estimation of the number of active patients in the practice.

If their is an insufficient number of patients and/or an insufficient new patient flow, frequently after about a six-month period of time, the senior doctor realizes that all expenses relating to the new doctor are coming directly out of his/her bottom line. The practice begins to experience severe financial pressure, and the associateship ends.

Therefore, if an insufficient existing patient base exists, the new patient flow becomes even more important. How and where will new patients come from? It should be noted that if the senior doctor is nearing retirement and the intent is that within one to two years the senior doctor will turn over total ownership of the practice, and he/she intends to cut back shortly after the beginning of employment, this problem is not as critical.

Many times we see that the senior doctor views bringing in an associate doctor as the answer to increasing busyness within the practice. A practice with insufficient new patient flow that experiences the addition of a new practitioner results in two doctors competing for the same insufficient patient base. This competition results not in the intended solution but rather becomes the cause of employment termination.

Reason Four:
The fourth reason associateships end prior to ownership transfer relates to incompatibility in
the clinical skills between practitioners. While this certainly includes the possibility that one practitioner’s skill level is below standard, it also includes different philosophy of practice issues. For example, a new practitioner who does not believe in the use of amalgam restorations and accepts employment in a practice that does not believe in composite restorations may have a problem. A senior doctor’s practice, which consists primarily of amalgam, extractions, partial and complete dentures will not be compatible with a younger practitioner who desires a reconstructive and cosmetic practice. While on the surface it would appear that having different skill levels and philosophies would be desired, in reality, the patient base available to the younger practitioner in this type of practice generally does not lend itself to the type of dentistry the younger practitioner desires to perform.

Reason Five:

While closely related to Reason Two, the failure to identify when the buy-in or buy-out is to occur and to execute it within the agreed to time frame is the fifth reason for failure to achieve an ownership status. While the letter of intent may have stated that the buy-in was to occur in one to two years, certain behaviors and signs during the continuing employment relationship might give an indication that the senior doctor is having difficulty honoring the intended buyout. It is also possible that the associate does not feel ready or comfortable consummating the transaction within the original outlined time frame. If this position is assumed on the part of only one party, the buy-in may not occur as one party loses patience over the delay.

Reason Six:

The next reason leading to problems standing in the way of a successful transition from associate to owner relates to an insufficient access to the patient base by the associate. This restricted access can take several different forms. If it was never the senior doctor’s intent to turn over existing patients, but rather to give the associate new patients or patients obtained only by the associate’s own efforts, the productive capability of the associate with be greatly compromised.

If the intended result is a partnership between the doctors, then one of the most important things that the associate is buying is an “equal access” to the existing and new patient base. Dental equipment can be purchased over night and an office space set up within a matter of four to six weeks. However, it takes years to develop the patient base.

It is this patient base which comprises the goodwill value of the practice. Goodwill value typically constitutes seventy to eighty percent of the value of a practice. If the senior doctor fails to recognize the need to turn over existing patients to the associate, then the associate will be frustrated by his/her efforts to produce dentistry, earn his/her salary, and improve skills. While it is normal for the senior doctor to be concerned about turning over existing patients with whom he/she has developed a trusting relationship to an unknown and untried new graduate, it must occur if this relationship is to blossom into ownership.

Unfortunately, senior doctors frequently give instructions to the staff to specifically steer patients away from the new doctor. A similar situation occurs when the new doctor diagnoses dentistry of a highly profitable nature, such as bridgework or crowns, only to find that it is scheduled with the senior doctor. Worse, instances have occurred where it was originally scheduled with the new doctor, only to be changed to the senior doctor’s schedule.

The best method of introducing a new doctor into the practice consists of an introduction through the hygiene program. Each patient is informed by the hygienist that the “senior doctor has requested” that the new doctor see as many of the existing patients as possible to familiarize the patient with the new doctor. The recall examination is a very non-threatening manner of introduction.

The new doctor, upon entering the examination room, repeats the same story, “Mrs. Smith, Dr. Senior has requested” that the new doctor see as many of the existing patients as possible to familiarize the patient with the new doctor. The recall examination is a very non-threatening manner of introduction.

The new doctor, upon entering the examination room, repeats the same story, “Mrs. Smith, Dr. Senior has requested that I check as many of the hygiene patients as possible so that you are familiar with me and I with you. This way, in the event that I am the doctor on call and you should have an emergency problem, you will not hesitate to call me to obtain the needed relief. After all, we will already be familiar with each
other.” This method of introduction has proven to be highly successful.

When the patient is excused and returned to the front desk, if the new doctor has diagnosed needed dentistry, the patient is given a choice of an appointment with either doctor. Which doctor the patient ultimately sees for treatment is left up to the patient, not the doctors or staff. Fifty percent of the patients will take an appointment with the next available doctor or the appointment most convenient for the patient, regardless of who the doctor will be. Approximately twenty-five percent of the patients will state that they really liked the new doctor and they’d like to be seen by Dr. New. The other twenty-five percent of the patients will state that the new doctor was really nice but that they only see the senior doctor. This choice is noted in the patient’s file. In the future, the determination is already made as to which doctor the patient prefers.

After a few months of the new doctor seeing as many of the recall patients as possible the new doctor’s schedule will begin to fill quickly. It will eventually reach a point where the senior doctor will note that his/her schedule is starting to slow down. It is at this point that the doctors will begin sharing the recall exam responsibilities.

**Reason Seven:**

This problem is related to the prior reason but is a separate and distinct problem. It relates to the senior doctor’s unwillingness or inability to “let go” and turn treatment responsibility over to the new doctor. There may be a variety of reasons for this to occur, but the senior doctor must carefully examine himself/herself to determine if they indeed are ready and willing to accept a release of their practice. In the case of a senior doctor who is close to retirement, this may be a very emotional and taxing decision. Until the senior doctor has identified pursuits after retirement from practice which he/she has a greater interest in than the practice of dentistry, the senior doctor will be unable to turn over practice responsibilities to another doctor. Many doctors feel that their only interest in life is their dental practice. For these doctors, it is especially difficult.

The new doctor who is considering an associateship should spend a few minutes investigating the senior doctor’s outside interests and activities. Is the senior doctor a hunter or a traveler or a golfer, does the doctor indicate he/she is having trouble spending enough time at the office because of outside activities, or has the doctor indicated his/her spouse has expressed a desire for them to cut back because of activities they would like to be engaged in? These can be viewed as good signs indicating that the senior doctor will have no problem “letting go.” Conversely, the senior doctor who is proud of the number of hours he/she “lives” at the office or who has no other interests in life, should raise serious concern on the part of the new doctor as to whether or not this doctor is willing to let go.

**Reason Eight:**

This reason for potential failure centers around different business and/or practice philosophies. Unfortunately, a lot of this particular problem deals with integrity issues as well. It is very important for the new doctor to attempt to ascertain the attitudes and philosophies relating to business demonstrated by the senior doctor. A senior doctor who is willing to share his/her practice numbers, profit and loss statements, and tax returns with the new doctor generally indicates a doctor who is open and honest. This doctor does not have anything to hide and is proud of his/her accomplishments. A doctor who is unwilling to share numbers, unwilling to share personal financial information and who appears to be very distrustful is probably going to be the same type of doctor for the foreseeable future. There is a major difference between being concerned about privacy and having something to hide.

One important question to ask a doctor who has been in practice for more than twenty years is the status of that doctor’s retirement plans. Do they have a well-funded pension/profit-sharing plan, or are they still getting by day-to-day, week-to-week and month-to-month financially? If the senior doctor is having financial stresses after twenty years of practice and if this is intended to be a partnership of more than a three-to-five year duration, financially the partnership will probably not occur. A doctor
who has a well-funded pension/profit sharing plan and is proud of his/her personal financial accomplishments would indicate a strong probability that the practice will be financially strong enough to launch the new doctor into a similar state.

**Reason Nine:**

Unfortunately, personality conflicts are a frequent reason for associateships failing to lead to buy-ins or buyouts. While all prior areas may be working well, if two doctors have conflicting personalities, there will be immediate stress and friction within the practice. This conflict between the doctors will quickly spill over into the staff, and the patients will sense hostility within the office.

While a variety of different personality tests and assessments have been developed over the years, a few common-sense rules can easily determine whether a potential for conflict exists. Obviously, two short-tempered individuals will not get along. An outgoing leader will get along well with a quiet follower. Two very-quiet, introverted personalities probably will not mesh. A trusting person will not get along with a distrustful person.

The assessment for personality conflicts will be an ongoing assessment during the initial interview process. If there appears to be significant concerns about personalities, and the doctors will be in a partnership arrangement that is expected to exceed three to five years, the warning signs should be carefully evaluated at the onset of a proposed relationship. If a long-term relationship is intended, it may be prudent to seek professional personality assessments.

**Reason Ten:**

The final reason that associateships fail to lead to buy-ins or buyouts has, in fact, nothing to do with the doctors or the practice. There have been countless situations where the doctors got along wonderfully, but they turned their relationship over to their individual attorneys, who proceeded to cause problems in the relationship. It is extremely important that both doctors realize the boundaries that must be set relative to their attorneys’ involvement in finalizing the buy-in and buyout arrangements.

At this point in your relationship, your attorneys should be your advisors, not your decision makers. The negotiations relative to this proposed buy-in or buyout were conducted at the onset of your relationship and have been detailed in your Letter of Intent. Your individual attorneys are hired to make sure that the i’s are dotted and t’s are crossed in a proper document. They are not being hired to “renegotiate” the transaction. If they are allowed to do so, the longer they can continue arguing with each other, the higher the legal bill and the less chance that this transaction will consummate into an ownership change.

Without attempting to beat up the legal profession, we must realize that attorneys are adversarial by nature and training. They have been taught to fight hard to get the best deal for their individual client. Unfortunately, many attorneys have no concept of fairness and equitable arrangements. If the attorneys’ personalities and styles are allowed to spill over into the doctors’ relationship, the relationship will probably end short of the intended result.

The most successful transitions involve the use of a neutral third party mediator who provides suggested sample documents for the transaction. These consultants usually have worked with many attorneys in the past and have boilerplate templates of what the transaction should be like. They, in turn, can provide a neutral outline of the agreements. These agreements are subsequently submitted to both parties’ individual attorneys for review to make sure they are technically and legally correct.

Each attorney is requested to submit the proposed changes in writing to the doctors. The attorneys are instructed not to contact or discuss the agreements with the other party’s attorney but to only direct their comments back to their specific clients. Using this method can significantly reduce the legal fees involved. Generally legal fees are in the range of $500 to $1,000 per doctor using this method. Requiring the attorneys to submit their recommended changes in writing cuts down considerably on trivial requests for changes.

The parties will usually have received an early warning regarding the potential attorney problems at the beginning of the relationship.
Problems occurring while producing the Employment Agreement and the Letter of Intent will be a pretty clear indication that significant problems can be anticipated at the conclusion of the employment period and the preparation of Partnership Agreements.

**Other Considerations**

There are many other areas for potential conflict. These are considered to be relatively minor and most of them can be dealt with through open discussions between the parties at the onset of the relationship.

The following questions will help detail some of these minor issues. While these issues generally do not result in major breakdowns in the relationship, they are areas that should be considered and discussed.

- Does the senior doctor actively pursue continuing education for himself/herself? Will he/she encourage your ongoing development though paid time off and partial or full reimbursement for continuing education expenses?
- Are they willing to share management duties such as staff matters, financial information, and financial duties?
- What is their attitude about technology advances and implementation, and what is their commitment towards acquiring this new level of technology?
- What is their attitude toward modern periodontal procedures? Do they have one or more hygienists, or is this the reason they are hiring you?
- Have they had one or more prior associates? How and why did those relationships end? Has a relationship recently ended with the associate establishing a nearby practice?
- Does the support staff appear to be in harmony or chaos, competent or incompetent, supportive in furthering the doctor’s goals, or do they appear to be disruptive?
- How long have the staff been employed with the doctor? Has frequent staff turnover been related to pregnancies or staff relocation, or could it have been problems with the senior doctor? *(Frequent staff turnover is an area of concern.)*

**Summary**

While this article has been aimed primarily at a one-doctor practice evolving to a two-doctor practice, the issues apply equally to larger group practices. These discussions also apply when the situation involves a one-to-two-year associateship with the senior doctor retiring at the end of the associateship. Other situations may involve a three-to-five-year partnership ending with the new doctor purchasing the remaining equity position of the senior doctor at the end of five years. The senior doctor may retire or continue on as the new doctor’s associate on a part-time basis. They also apply to long-term partnerships defined as five or more years.

In ALL instances, the following questions should be addressed:

1. Is the senior doctor willing to establish the purchase price at the beginning of the relationship?
2. Will the Employment Agreement and Letter of Intent be drafted and agreed to, either before employment, or within thirty days after the beginning of employment?
3. Is there a sufficient patient base and adequate new patient flow to support both doctors?
4. Will there be any problems with clinical skill compatibility?
5. Are both parties firmly committed to the buy-in/buy-out timetable?
6. Is the senior doctor committed to giving the new associate equal access to the patient base?
7. Will the senior doctor be able to “let go?”
8. Are the doctors’ business and practice philosophies, and ethics compatible?
9. Does the potential for personality conflicts exist, especially if there will be a long-term relationship?
10. Do the doctors understand the role of their attorneys in consummating the buy-in/buy-out?
Unfortunately, nothing can guarantee that a successful outcome will occur. However, by identifying the potential pitfalls and reasons that may cause failure at the beginning of the relationship, one can greatly improve the chances of success. As an introduction to the proposed relationship, it is strongly advised to share this article with the prospective employer as a center for future discussions.

For Additional Information, Call 1-800-730-8883